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Collectively Managed Irrigation

• “Individualized irrigation” – rapid expansion (pumps)

• Escaping responsibilities of collective management a “mirage”

• “Collectively managed irrigation”

• Irrigation infrastructure serving 1 or many groups of farmers: requires 
institutional arrangements

• Two basic models:

• Farmer-managed irrigation systems (“FMIS”)

• “Joint management”: Agency plus groups of farmers 

• In both, farmers are organized either formally or informally into “Water 
Users’ Associations” (WUAs)

My paper covers both FMIS and jointly managed irrigation schemes
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WUAs in the 20th Century

• Widely promoted from about the 1970s

• My career started in Pakistan

• Research  aimed at preparing for promoting WUAs

• Led to adoption WUA legislation, precursor to 1997 major reforms

• Philippines, Nepal, Sri Lanka early experimenters, well-
documented

• My next career step—Gal Oya, Sri Lanka (USAID project)

• Adapted Philippines’ “community organizers”

• Began developing “pragmatic” approach to rehabilitation

• I returned to Sri Lanka with IIMI, 1985
4
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WUAs in the 20th Century
IIMI (IWMI) in Sri Lanka

• IIMI staff collaborated with Sri Lankan government to pilot 
test & evaluate various approaches

• Participatory policy review process →
• Major policy reforms and legislation giving farmers a strong voice in 

managing large schemes

• “Joint management” model replaced chaotic seasonal mass meetings

• Research demonstrated pragmatic rehab plus emphasis on 
strengthening farmer organizations and engineers’ capacities 
to work with farmers leads to higher and more sustainable 
benefits than expensive hardware-focused project
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WUAs in the 20th Century:
FMIS

• Nepal, Philippines, Indonesia, 
etc.: policy shifted to 
supporting FMIS without 
undermining local institutions

• And learning lessons for agency-
managed schemes

• Field research by IIMI and 
others—basis for work of 
Elinor Ostrom on principles 
underlying successful collective 
management of irrigation
• She won a Nobel Prize in 

Economics
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WUAs in the 20th Century:
Other experiences

• Nepal, Sri Lanka, India – “joint management” model for 
large schemes adopted 1980s-1990s

• Sri Lanka: enshrined in law

• Egypt, India, Thailand adopted variations of this model

• Interesting successful cases from People’s Republic of China

• Other countries in 1990s pursued more radical reforms: e.g. 
Mexico, Turkey, South Africa

• Mixed results overall, based on research by IWMI and  others
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WUAs in the 20th Century:
High Expectations—Disappointing Outcomes

• 1970s-1980s: optimistic, idealist expectations of changes in 
mindset, structures of traditional irrigation departments

• Governments’ main interest often reducing their costs

• But fee collection sufficient to cover costs is exception (only well-
capitalized commercial farmers)

• Claims that performance would improve – but 1990s research 
showed this rarely happened

• By late 1990s, widespread disappointment with results of 
Irrigation Management Transfer (IMT) to WUAs
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Has the 20th Century WUA Model Failed?

• Large gap proponents’ expectations and actual results

• Both FMIS and agency-managed schemes below potential 
regardless of indicator:

• Quality of water delivery service; irrigation “efficiency”; productivity; 
profitability; coverage of full O&M costs

Why has the WUA reform model been such a 
disappointment?

Reasons vary among countries, but a few key reasons can be 
identified (applies mainly to larger government-managed schemes)
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1. Confusion, Disagreement on Objectives of 
Reforms and WUAs

• Benefit farmers? Or reduce government financial burden?

• Offloading liabilities onto farmers

• No transparent, agreed indicators

• Government promises of improved performance not kept

• Farmers resisted paying fees

• E.g. Sri Lankan farmers paid initially, but found no improvement in 
service, & funds went to government, not scheme management →
stopped paying

• E.g. Pakistan: fee collection rose initially after 1997 reforms, then 
dropped off for same reason
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2. Implied Contract with Farmers Broken

• Contract: if the farmers took on additional responsibilities & 
expense, government would improve irrigation service

• However, governments often broke the contract

• Irrigation service did not improve 

• No transparency regarding the use of the funds

Farmers became disenchanted
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3. Failure to Reform Irrigation Policies & 
Government Agencies

• Critical importance of favorable policies & supportive 
government organizations for strong WUAs

• Clarity on water & land rights, authority & responsibilities of WUAs, 
ownership of infrastructure

• Strong WUAs found only in such countries: e.g. Taiwan, USA, 
Australia, Japan

• Most of Asia, Africa: policies not clear and supportive
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Failure to Reform-continued

• Strong hierarchical engineering departments of irrigation 
successfully resisted reforms needed for strong WUAs

• Partial adaptation: e.g. Sri Lanka, Nepal-more adept at working with 
farmers

• Some adopted new technologies, e.g. Pakistani Punjab, Andhra 
Pradesh

• But in general, these departments retain their traditional 
structures & culture 

• They are not “fit for purpose” to face 21st century 
challenges
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4. Reluctance to Invest in Capacity 
Strengthening of Farmers (& Engineers)

• Philippines, Sri Lanka: in pilots used well-trained 
facilitators– “Community Organizers” to organize farmers 
into WUAs, provide training

• Sri Lanka—they also facilitated/ trained engineers to work with 
farmers

• But perceived by governments, donors as “too expensive”

• Small fraction of total infrastructure cost

Consistently under-invested in software required to sustainably 
improve & manage irrigation hardware. This underinvestment 
in capacity building continues & is a major problem.
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5. Creation of “Paper” WUAs: Imposing 
Inflexible Models

• Some governments attempt to impose specific WUA 
structures, bylaws, procedures

• Not organically developed by farmers

• Strong evidence imposing organizational designs rarely works

• Short-circuited process: officials hold meeting, sign up 
members (get signatures)

• “Paper” WUAs

It is important to facilitate & encourage a flexible creative 
institutional innovation process led locally 
15

6. Serious Local Level Problems

• Deep seated structural inequalities based on land tenure, 
gender, ethnicity, political power

• WUAs often dominated by a few powerful men who obtain 
most of the benefit

• Huge challenge for governments
• E.g. allocating seats to women on councils rarely empowers women

• Implementing staff often complicit with powerbrokers

• No easy solutions; need to be practical & accept some 
inequality
• Growing number of tools to help raise consciousness, e.g. IWMI Gender 

in Irrigation Tool
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Summing Up

• Not claiming past few decades of work has been a failure

• There are positive cases of effective WUAs

• We have learned many lessons

• Even farmers now more aware

• BUT most small and large irrigation schemes still fall far 
short of their potential productivity, profitability, etc.

• Now, growing existential threats to irrigation farmers
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Moving Forward in the 21st Century: Current Status

• Most recent research confirms previous lessons (not ground-
breaking)

• Considerable evidence positive impact on poverty reduction—
but limited by policy, institutional constraints

• “Farmer-led irrigation” –individualized – growing rapidly in 
Africa, following previous trends in Asia (e.g. pumps, drip 
irrigation)

• Often “invisible” to governments: Evidence African area irrigated 2-3 
X official figures (Ethiopia possibly 14X!)

• Additional complication in managing surface irrigation schemes

• Recent studies southern Africa → highlight complex set of 
reasons for poor performance of irrigation schemes
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Four Key Lessons from Recent Research 
Southern Africa

1. Even small-scale irrigation schemes are complex systems. Therefore, 
multiple, concurrent interventions required to transform them to 
profitable, sustainable states

2. As important to invest in people as in hardware: ‘soft barriers most 
limiting for the farmers’

• In fact short-changing software investments = major error past & present

3. Governments need to clarify their objectives & empower farmers; 
encourage farmers to produce profitable crops for local markets, & 
expand their enterprise where they can

4. Effective markets provide both incentive & means to invest: “it is 
this positive reinforcement from the agricultural market that will 
maintain more sustainable and profitable irrigation”
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Important Lessons:

1. No single reason for poor performance of irrigation & WUAs 
– therefore no “silver bullet”

• Must address multiple issues simultaneously

2. All irrigation systems are complex soci0-economic-agro-
ecological systems

• Water is for multiple purposes

• Interventions must be designed based on understanding of whole 
system to avoid unintended consequences
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Important Lessons:
3. Irrigation farmers face a 
range of new challenges 
requiring new capacities 
(existential threats): 

• Climate change, competition 
from other users, degrading 
water quality, managing 
resource sustainably

4. Even more imperative that 
farmers form effective 
democratic organizations, 
acquire new skills, & form new 
partnerships 
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The Way Forward: Five Recommendations
• Steps & requirements critically 

important to enable smallholder 
farmers to organize themselves 
effectively, reach their full 
potential in terms of production, 
profits, & quality of life, & adapt 
to nexus and climate change 
challenges

• Not exhaustive, but all of these 
points are necessary
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1. Policy and institutional transformation

• 2007 Comprehensive Assessment of Water 
Management in Agriculture argued countries should 
implement flexible reform programs based on 
experience, context-specific, & responsive to new 
opportunities 

• Not heeded

• Now even more critical: need radically new agencies 
to support irrigation farmers to be successful this 
century. 

Single-discipline engineering line agencies not 
“fit for purpose”
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New Kind of Government Agency Needed

• Nimble multi-disciplinary government agencies mandated to: 

• Provide broad policy support

• Offer assistance in sharing, disseminating information

• Strengthen farmers’ organizations to be effective & self-sufficient

• Provide capacity development aimed at helping farmers to take 
advantage of new technology & market opportunities while also 
adapting to threats

24
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2. Water Users’ Associations are not just for 
Managing Water

• Irrigation systems = complex, dynamic socio-economic-agro-
ecological systems providing multiple services

• Nested in broader socio-economic systems; affected by changes 
in markets, rising temperatures, changing rainfall patterns, 
and other external forces

• Therefore, WUAs can no longer limit their role to basic water 
management. But few equipped for new roles & responsibilities

• Supporting institutions must assist WUAs to up their game, 
acquire new capacities, skills & partnerships: e.g. lobbying & 
negotiating skills; use new financial opportunities (e.g. PES)
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Irrigation Infrastructure Creates a New Agro-
ecosystem

• New construction/ rehabilitation must be conceptualized, 
designed, implemented as program for creating a viable, 
sustainable, productive socio-agro-ecosystem based on 
management of the water supply

• Multiple stakeholders in these systems

Reinforces the importance of investing in building 
functioning institutional arrangements to manage this 

complex system
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3. Invest in Irrigation Software

• Lesson from the 20th century: underinvesting in training/ 
capacity building, or limiting its time frame, is a big mistake

• Clear evidence – returns on investments in hardware are far 
greater if accompanied by substantial, appropriate and long-
term software investments 

• Difficult to understand why this lesson has not been learned by Asian 
& African countries, or by their financing partners – but that 
probably reflects my own biased background
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Software Investments

Some evidence – institution-building services should 
not be provided by the agency in charge of either 

construction or O&M of the hardware

• Use specialized organizations with right skills and culture to 
provide institutional support, training, facilitation services to 
WUAs

• Example of Irrigation Management Division, Sri Lanka

• Experiment with using civil society organizations

• Flexible performance-based contracts which extend for a decade and 
beyond
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4. Facilitate and Guide Creative Social 
Learning: “Institutional Bricolage”

• Lesson from 20th century: “social engineering” does not work
• Adherence to a social engineering paradigm is a major reason why 

past  IMT & participatory irrigation management initiatives produced 
disappointing results

• Effective institutions exist in cultural, social, historical 
context: “rules of the game” that are constantly being 
challenged, negotiated, modified

• Most effective approach to helping farmers establish & 
strengthen WUAs that fit their needs is to encourage, 
facilitate a creative, (messy, unpredictable) process whereby 
local people construct their own organization
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“Institutional Bricolage”

• Active, conscious, creative process of adapting norms, values 
& social arrangements to fit new purposes 

• Emerges from people’s choices, dialogue, debates

• Reflects, shaped by deeply embedded (unconscious) values

• Can be guided, facilitated by skilled people but not imposed

• “Innovation platforms”: multiple stakeholders, traditional 
(such as irrigation engineers and farmers), non-traditional 
(such as value chain players) collaborate to identify & test 
innovations

• Process facilitated through successful innovation platforms is an 
example of institutional & technological bricolage
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5. Promote Adaptation and Use of Modern 
Technologies

• Growing uptake new technologies: solar pumps, drip 
irrigation, soil moisture sensors, cellphones

• How made available is critical for success

• Too often driven by coalition of donors, NGOs, research institutions –
no uptake after end of project

• Replace supply-driven projects with those based on social learning” 
researchers, farmers, business people together test & adapt potential 
technologies

• Innovation platforms – growing experience
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Conclusions - 1
• To achieve Sustainable Development Goals, must drastically 

increase agricultural production in Asia & Africa, in a way 
that provides employment & a good income for farmers, 
affordable food to non-farmers, & reverses degradation of 
natural resources. 

• Irrigated agriculture has a major role to play in achieving these 
ambitious goals

• Learned a lot past 50 years but have not achieved as much 
success as hoped

• Now have a good idea of what is required
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Conclusions - 2

• In the 21st century, irrigation farmers are facing new & even 
more complex and difficult challenges

• Success will require major commitment by politicians, 
financing agencies, & yes, water professionals such as those 
gathered here today. 

• I am an optimist that we will rise to the occasion
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